Osney & St Thomas Bulbs for sale September 2019
Crocus tommasinianus Whitewell Purple. £1.00 / 10
A charming shade of reddich mauve. Hardy, free flowering variety. 5cm+ bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant from September to December at approx 5cm deep and 5cm apart. Can be planted
under trees, under shrubs, in borders and containers. Plant in groups for the best effect.
Cultural Instructions
Leave undisturbed after flowering and they will bloom year after year
Flowering Time. February-March

Crocus Yalta
A large crocus with striking blue and white flowers. Height 10-15cm. Flowers FebruaryMarch. 5cm+ bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant from September to December at approx 5cm deep and 5cm apart. Can be planted
under trees, under shrubs, in borders and containers. Plant in groups for the best effect.
Cultural Instructions
Leave undisturbed after flowering and they will bloom year after year
Flowering Time
(February-March)
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Narcissi Minnow. £2.00 per 5

This miniature daffodil is simply a jewel for lovers of rockery displays. It is only 15cm tall and
produces two to four dainty little soft yellow flowers per stem. This variety is well known for its
ability to increase rapidly. 10cm+ bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant at least 10cm deep in the autumn. Space as desired or plant in clumps for a cluster display.
Daffodils prefer a spot well sheltered from the wind, preferably with plenty of access to sun.
Cultural Instructions
Best planted in well drained, fertile soil. Keep soil moist during the growing season and allow the
leaves to die back naturally before deadheading. They can be lifted and moved once the foliage has
died off or they can be left to naturalise when planted in grass or under trees, where they can be
left undisturbed for years.
Flowering Time. March - April
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Prepared Hyacinth Aiolos £1.00 per bulb
New pure White variety. Excellent forcing variety. Supplied as 16-18cm hyacinth bulbs.
Planting Growing Instructions
For indoor cultivation of prepared or top sized hyacinth bulbs you should plant in fibre, and keep in a
cool dark cupboard for 6-8 weeks. Water when required to ensure that the fibre is not allowed to dry
out. The cooler they are stored, the longer the bulbs will last. They can be taken into the room and
placed in daylight only when the roots have been well established and buds appear.
Cultural Instructions
Prepared Hyacinth can be in flower as early as Christmas. These Hyacinth are specially treated in a
way that makes them very suitable for early forcing. They should be planted or boxed directly upon
arrival.
Flowering Time. December - February

Prepared Hyacinth Blue Pearl £1.00 per bulb
Large dark blue florets with pale petal edges. Supplied as 16-18cm hyacinth bulbs.
Planting Growing Instructions
For indoor cultivation of prepared or top sized hyacinth bulbs you should plant in fibre, and keep in a
cool dark cupboard for 6-8 weeks. Water when required to ensure that the fibre is not allowed to dry
out. The cooler they are stored, the longer the bulbs will last. They can be taken into the room and
placed in daylight only when the roots have been welled established and buds appear.
Cultural Instructions
Prepared Hyacinth can be in flower as early as Christmas. These Hyacinth are specially treated in a way
that makes them very suitable for early forcing. They should be planted or boxed directly upon arrival.
Flowering. December to February
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Prepared Hyacinth Pink Pearl £1.00 per bulb

Very bright pink, one of the best varieties for forcing. Supplied as 16-18cm hyacinth bulbs.
Planting Growing Instructions
For indoor cultivation of prepared or top sized hyacinth bulbs you should plant in fibre, and keep in a
cool dark cupboard for 6-8 weeks. Water when required to ensure that the fibre is not allowed to dry
out. The cooler they are stored, the longer the bulbs will last. They can be taken into the room and
placed in daylight only when the roots have been well established and buds appear.
Cultural Instructions
Prepared Hyacinth can be in flower as early as Christmas. These Hyacinth are specially treated in a
way that makes them very suitable for early forcing. They should be planted or boxed directly upon
arrival.
Flowering Time
(December-February)
Allium Albopilosum (Christophii) £3.50 per 10
Gigantic heads of silvery lilac on a stocky 30cm stem. Beautiful curled green leaves. The leaves wither
before the flowers appear in early summer. Flowers June-July. Height 50cm. 10cm+ bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant in fertile well drained soil at approx 15cm apart and at a depth of roughly 3 to 4 times the size of
the bulb.
Cultural Instructions
Leave untouched for a number of years until the bulbs have multiplied to the extent that flowering
potential is impeded.
Flowering Time. June - July
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Iris Katherine Hodgkin. £3.50 per 10
At 15cm tall, this is quite tall for a dwarf iris. It will produce in late February or early March delicate
little flowers, with blue/yellow markings. 6cm+bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Bulbs are to be planted 8cm deep and about 10-12cm apart, in well drained soil. It is often best to try
to position then with plenty of access to sun. For best results, plant in September through to
November.
Cultural Instructions
Take some care to prevent slugs and snails from attacking the iris once planted. Most Iris can
naturalise well if left undisturbed or alternatively bulbs can be lifted and separated in Autumn. After
flowering feed with a high potash fertiliser to encourage large bulbs to form.
Flowering Time
(February-March)
Iris Reticulata Blue Note £2.00 per 10
Fragrant flowers with dark edges and white markings. 5cm+ bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Bulbs are to be planted 8cm deep and about 10-12cm apart, in well drained soil. It is often best to try
to position then with plenty of access to sun. For best results, plant in September through to
November.
Cultural Instructions
Take some care to prevent slugs and snails from attacking the iris once planted. Most Iris can
naturalise well if left undisturbed or alternatively bulbs can be lifted and separated in Autumn. After
flowering feed with a high potash fertiliser to en courage large bulbs to form.
Flowering Time. February March
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Tulip Black Hero. £6.00 per 10
Bred from Queen of Night, a black beauty. Height 60cm. 11/12cm bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant bulbs in well dug soil about 8-10cm deep and approx 15cm apart. It is often beneficial to use a
little bonemeal or super phosphate mixed in with the soil. Tulips delight during their growth in a
sunny location.
Cultural Instructions
After the tulips have bloomed and when leaves fade and turn brown the bulbs can be lifted, dried,
cleaned and stored in a cool place until planting time. Tulips should not be grown in the same soil for
several years, so replace with fresh soil every other year.
Flowering Time. May
Tulip Purissima (White Emporer). £4.00 per 10
Very large milky white flowers, a white sport of the well-known Madame Lefeber, with all its excellent
qualities. Height 35-40cm. Flowering April. 11cm+ bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant bulbs in well dug soil about 8-10cm deep and approx 15cm apart. It is often beneficial to use a
little bonemeal or super phosphate mixed in with the soil. Tulips delight during their growth in a
sunny location.
Cultural Instructions
After the tulips have bloomed and when leaves fade and turn brown the bulbs can be lifted, dried,
cleaned and stored in a cool place until planting time. Tulips should not be grown in the same soil for
several years, so replace with fresh soil every other year.
Flowering Time
(April-May)
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Tulip Red Riding Hood. £4.00 per 10
Fine oriental scarlet, beautifully formed flowers. Height 20cm. Flowering March. 11cm+ bulbs
supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant bulbs in well dug soil about 8-10cm deep and approx 15cm apart. It is often beneficial to use a
little bonemeal or super phosphate mixed in with the soil. Tulips delight during their growth in a
sunny location.
Cultural Instructions
After the tulips have bloomed and when leaves fade and turn brown the bulbs can be lifted, dried,
cleaned and stored in a cool place until planting time. Tulips should not be grown in the same soil for
several years, so replace with fresh soil every other year.

Tulip Coleur Cardinal. £4.50 per 10
Rich deep crimson-scarlet, plum, crimson, good bedder and late forcer. Height 30cm. Flowering late
April. 11cm+ bulbs supplied
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant bulbs in well dug soil about 8-10cm deep and approx 15cm apart. It is often beneficial to use a
little bonemeal or super phosphate mixed in with the soil. Tulips delight during their growth in a
sunny location.
Cultural Instructions
After the tulips have bloomed and when leaves fade and turn brown the bulbs can be lifted, dried,
cleaned and stored in a cool place until planting time. Tulips should not be grown in the same soil for
several years, so replace with fresh soil every other year.
Flowering Time
(April-May)
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Tulip Foxtrot. £4.50 per 10
Soft pink with a dark undertone. Ht. 25-30cm. Flowering April - May. 11cm+ bulbs supplied.
Planting Growing Instructions
Plant bulbs in well dug soil about 8-10cm deep and approx 15cm apart. It is often beneficial to use a
little bonemeal or super phosphate mixed in with the soil. Tulips delight during their growth in a
sunny location.
Cultural Instructions
After the tulips have bloomed and when leaves fade and turn brown the bulbs can be lifted, dried,
cleaned and stored in a cool place until planting time. Tulips should not be grown in the same soil for
several years, so replace with fresh soil every other year.
Flowering Time
(April-May)

